
CHICKEN & CHORIZO QUESADILLAS
WITH TOMATO & CORIANDER SALSA

MASTERCLASS

CHEF’S NOTE: A quesadilla is made using corn or flour tortillas with cheese along with meats or mushrooms. It is 
folded over and baked or fried. * Use half of the red onion provided.

MEXICO 25 MINS 2 SERVINGS

INGREDIENTS:

PANTRY STAPLES: 
Cooking oil, salt

ALLERGENS: 
Dairy, garlic, wheat, gluten, soy, onion

SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT: 
Large frying pan or flat grill

1 taco seasoning 
sachet

1 chicken 
breast fillet

1 chorizo portion

1 red onion *

2 tomatoes

1 lime 1 coriander 
bunch

1 capsicum

1x 6 flour
tortillas

1 mozzarella piece

1 jalapeno



4. Cook the chicken

Add the chicken, coriander roots and stems, 
taco seasoning and half the tomato. Cook, 
stirring, for 5 minutes or until the chicken is 
cooked through. Remove from the heat.

3. Cook the vegetables

Add the capsicum and half of the onion and 
cook for 3 minutes to soften the vegetables.

1. Prepare the ingredients

Wash all the vegetables. Cut the tomato, onion 
and capsicum into 1cm dice. Pick the 
coriander leaves. Roughly chop the coriander 
roots and stems. Cut the jalapeño into thin 
rounds. Cut the chorizo and chicken into 1cm 
dice. Cut the lime into wedges. Grate the 
mozzarella.

5. Assemble the quesadillas

Lay the tortillas out on a chopping board. Cover 
one half of each tortilla evenly with the chicken 
filling and cheese then fold over. Fold each 
tortilla in half.

7. Make the salsa

Meanwhile, combine the coriander leaves with 
the remaining tomato and remaining onion. 
Squeeze a little of the lime and season to taste.

2. Cook the chorizo

Heat a frying pan over medium-low heat and 
add the chorizo. Cook for 5 minutes or until the 
fat releases from the chorizo. 

6. Cook the quesadillas

Preheat a large frying pan or flat grill over 
medium heat. Add the folded tortillas and cook 
for 3 minutes on each side or until the cheese 
melts. You may need to do this in batches. Keep 
the quesadillas warm in a low oven, if needed. 

8. To serve

Serve the quesadillas with the salsa, jalapeno 
and remaining lime wedges.

We supply beautiful seasonal produce. With this in mind 
occasionally there is variation of sizing and we may even 
have to substitute items last minute due to availability. 

All recipes are created with our home cooks in mind. 
Ingredients are supplied separately, we encourage you to 
substitute ingredients according to your dietary preferences. 

Our vision is to create a community of travel obsessed home 
cooks. Please be a part of our online community using the 
hashtag #atlastraveller @atlasmasterclass
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